32	SAKYAMUNI THE BUDDHA,
tuned lyre. And to all alike he offers a sane Middle Path,
and preaches it in the vernacular and in homely parables.
To us nurtured in a more compassionate tradition there
is at first acquaintance something ruthless about the
realism of Sakyamuni as he applies the water of common
sense to the fire of emotion. A young mother weeping for
her child is bade 'Go gather mustard seed—but gather it
at a house which death has not visited': and in the discovery
that sorrow is universal she finds comfort. There is some-
thing starkly humanist, too, in Sakyamuni's impatience
with religious observances. When he sees a young layman
over-scrupulous in genuflexions to the four quarters, he
adapts the Upanishadic text which says that parents,
teachers, wife, and child are to be the objects of devotion-1
In such insistence on the human values Sakyamuni
reminds us of Jesus, and in a certain homely humour and
irony, of Socrates, All are practical physicians of the
soul—laymen daring to do the work or professionals,
heretics who are to be the corner-stones of new temples of
humanity. To one persistent and too-speculative inquirer
as to origins the Indian teacher says that in a sick world
men must not question the doctor. If the patient insists
on asking too many questions, 'he will die before the
doctor can do his work'. As by Jesus and Socrates such
rebukes were given with a smile; and for fifty years this
kindly ministry went on—as he passed from jungle to
village and from village to court, calling men to choose the
True Way, and quizzing them with kindly irony,
Sakyamuni is in many things a physician of sick souls,
but he is also a surgeon, using the knife when it is needed
with precision and firmness* May we not say he is physi-
cian but not metaphysician, moral reformer but not
moralist? After seeking out the orthodox he found his
own Way, and as I have said elsewhere2 'it is not dijfficult
to picture the young teacher whose story has been so often
i See above, p. a6(e).
a I have tried to retell it in a biographical sketch Gotama Ruddha, and this
passage is from Epochs of Buddhist History, ch, i, Chicago Univ. Pros.

